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Introduction
Software company based in Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

Company that develops and commercialises
software to improve Internet performances
& experience for consumer &
enterprise markets
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Founded in March 2015 Spin-off from UCLouvain 5 main investors
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2016 Applied 
Networking 

Research Prize

Ongoing research 
& standardization
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Multipath TCP (MPTCP)
Worldwide Experts

3 awards
~25 people

strong R&D focus
Proven in commercial 

deployments

https://www.sigcomm.org/content/sigcomm-networking-systems-award
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Our business: delivering an enhanced Internet experience
By seamlessly combining access networks

Combine any Internet access network into 
a single, more reliable and bigger pipe 

Our 
technology

Use Case 1

Use Case 2

Fixed Broadband: Speed Boost
(xDSL + 4G/LTE) 

Mobile Broadband: Cellular (4G/5G) and 
Wi-Fi working as one!

More UC’s

Deployed at 7 ISPs since 2017 
(Proximus, KPN, Telia, DT, etc)

New UC using the same 
proven technology, in PoC

... Funded thanks to EIC 
Accelerator Grant + EIC Fund
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UC2: making cellular and Wi-Fi work as one
Addressing Edge-of-Network situations and hand-overs

home

edge-of-network

public

4G/5G

handovers

edge-of-network

Automatic connections simplify the attachment process to 
the Wi-Fi APs but bring new challenges:

● Wi-Fi has default priority over cellular → stay 
connected to poor Wi-Fi signal (edge-of-network)

● Handovers between cellular and  Wi-Fi (Home or 
Hotspots) can cause an app session to stall

→ Poor user experience

Subscribers, perhaps encouraged by 
unlimited data plans, disable their Wi-Fi 
and stay on cellular (for hours)...

The Answer: Seamless Overlapping Handover, reliably 
transitioning to/from Wi-Fi without disturbing the UX
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About the EIC Accelerator Grant

2018: invited to the jury interview after the 

first submission but did not get the grant

2019: failed 3 times before being invited 

again to the interview → success!
What made the difference?
● Proof point (lab demo with Korea 

Telecom with joint press release)
● Progress in standardization (very 

important in the telecom industry)
● Among the first SMEs to receive 

blended finance
● The Grant process was very smooth…
● … while the capital injection process 

was not fully defined
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Blended finance
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About the EIC Blended finance

Grant

Capital

Getting the EIC Accelerator grants means a) you have 

thoroughly structured your business plan and b) you have 

been through a highly selective process → high credibility 

The EIC Fund commitment to participate to the company next 

funding round is a huge strength to convince investors:

“I need X but I have already secured Y from Europe”

A powerful lever to attract the investors you want
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About the EIC Fund

Expectations
Finalizing a capital increase round is complex and takes time but don’t 

expect the EIC Fund to take the lead on your behalf. Instead, take the lead 

with the other investor(s).

Legal 
support

A fundraising round will have an impact on your company for the next few 

years (many many things can happen), it is crucial to have a good 

shareholders agreement in place → you need your lawyer → take the 

lead 

Due 
Diligence

DD may sound tedious but it is a mandatory step. DD is nothing else than 

having discipline in place for all your processes (corporate, contractual, 

employment, accounting, auditing, IPR, board minutes, etc) → anticipate


